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At Home/Chez Soi
Project Description

•In 2008 the Federal government allocated $110 
million to the Mental Health Commission of CDA

At Home/Chez Soi was: 

� the largest randomized clinical trial of Housing First in the 
world
� based on the Pathways Housing First model
�well funded – 85% services / 15% research
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At Home/Chez Soi 

• Implemented in: Vancouver BC, Winnipeg MB, Toronto ON, 
Montreal PQ, Moncton, NB
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Background:  Project Methodology
& the Impetus for the Sustainability Study

� Research situated in At Home/Chez Soi project

� Mixed methods research strategy

� Quantitative methods looked at outcomes

� Qualitative looked at conception, planning, & implementation

� Current study looks at sustainability
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Understanding sustainability of the 
At Home/Chez Soi Initiative

� Site level:  sustainability of services

� Federal level:  
� ensuring “safe landing” of project
� policy impact of AH/CS

� An opportunity to examine specific research questions:
� What strategies contributed to federal-level sustainability?
� What was the role of the the key stakeholders in the this process?

� In general, how research results make their away into policy 
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At Home/Chez Soi 
Sustainability Strategy

� “Think about sustainability from Day 1”

� Adopt Integrated Knowledge Translation approach

� Engaging researchers in various stages of research process
� National Working Group
� Site Advisory Committees

� Engagement increases relevance and buy-in to results
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Knowledge Exchange: what works?

� More knowledge about what works at practice level

� Policy level is more complicated and context dependent

� Requires different research strategies to understand
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Methodology

� Case study using key informant interviews and doc review

� Interviewed 16 individuals in two spheres:
� Political sphere (federal and MHCC decision-makers)
� Community stakeholder sphere (homelessness arena)

� Team approach to coding and analysis

� what happened?:  “the story”

� How did it happen?:  themes related to process
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Results: The Story

� The context:  impending end of AH/CS project

� The emotional climate:  stress, uncertainty and urgency

� The challenge:  how to ensure “safe landing” before final results in 
context where no single point of accountability for homelessness

� The key players:  AH/CS leadership; MHCC GR; MK; government 
decision-makers, champions and go-betweens  

• The strategy:  Integrated KT; interim report; brief up and down; 
federally & provincially; access key insiders
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Results: The Story

Key events/turning points: 

� Jan 2011:  establishing Sustainability Task Force

� May 2011: Federal Election 

� Aug 2011:  learning that feds wouldn’t continue funding beyond end of project

� Dec 2011:  MHCC decision to get GR department involved

� New Year 2012:  draft interim results become available

� “Full-court press” briefings begin, positive turning points include:

� Post-election  2011 : briefing of Diane Finley, Minister of HRSDC
� Late Winter 2012:     advice from PMO staff (former HRSDC political staffer): 

“frame results in relation to improving efficiency 
of an existing government program”
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Results: The Story

The resolution:  

� Summer 2012:  Senator Kirby meets with provincial DM’s

� August 14 2012: letter from provinces proposing bi-lateral agreement

� August 14, 2012:  bringing senior PMO staff on side

� August & beyond: closing the loop with Finance & HRSDC 

� October 2012 (in camera) cabinet decision to renew HPS mandate

� Fall  2012:  bi-lateral agreements negotiated with sites & provinces

� March 2013:  HPS policy shift publically announced in budget
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Themes: the strategy
� The importance of the results

� Framing:  the importance of how the results were communicated
� The focus on cost-effectiveness (and different types of evidence)
� Resonance of framing within the decision-making environment

� The value of researcher/decision-maker relationships 
� Ownership over the results Æmotivation to move results forward Æ

Æ advice about how to present them
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Themes: 
role of stakeholders

• Key go-betweens
� Within HRSDC
� Liaisons between MHCC and government

• Key organizations
� MHCC
� CAEH and others
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Discussion:  
Conceptual Implications

� Policy streams theory: 
� Convergence of Problems, Policy ideas, and Politics 

� These can come together by chance “windows” and proactive 
strategies and actions:
� Employing Integrated Knowledge Translation approach
� Drawing on “go-betweens” with a policy entrepreneurship mindset
� Generating and communicating high quality policy ideas & evidence
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Discussion:  
Practical Implications

� What worked well
� The importance of having early findings
� Importance of collaborative, coalition-type approach

� What worked less well (or what we learned as we went)
� Avoid shaming 
� Importance of framing the “ask” in terms of a broader agenda
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Questions?
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Contact info

Eric Macnaughton emacnaug@telus.net

Geoff Nelson gnelson@wlu.ca

Paula Goering Paula.Goering@camh.ca


